Multiple Course Series Videos

**Erich Neumann- His Life and Work and His Relationship with C.G. Jung**  
This five-part webinar Series is devoted to exploring the important relationship between Neumann and Jung and discussing Neumann’s works in many areas, clinical and cultural, from the perspective of analytical psychology. The aim of this Series is to contribute to the momentum of growing interest in the full range of Neumann’s writings.

**The Shadow and the Problem of Evil Course**  
In this six-part seminar series, we discuss the problem of evil as both relative (a matter of perspective and judgment) and as absolute (beyond dispute, archetypal). What is the difference? This issue comes up in individuals and in society as they make decisions on peace or war.

**Jung and the World Religions Course**  
As much as Jung was a psychiatrist and psychological theorist of the human personality, he was a close student of human spiritual traditions in all of their variety, from the high theological traditions of monotheism to the mystical traditions of the East and the local traditions of indigenous peoples in America and Africa. This five-part seminar is devoted to reviewing Jung’s writings on the world’s religious and spiritual traditions.

**Jungian Fairy Tales Series**  
In this five-part series we look at several classic Jungian writings on the interpretation of fairy tales and consider some of the applications Jungian psychoanalysts have made of these interpretations. Authors under consideration are C.G. Jung, Marie-Louise von Franz, and Erich Neumann. To bring in contemporary authors, additional essays will be considered from the three volumes in the Series titled Psyche’s Stories.
**Jungian Alchemy Series**
Jung began studying alchemy intensively around 1930 and used alchemy extensively in his psychological research and writings for the remainder of his life. Most of his mature works include important references to alchemy. This six-part seminar series provides an overview of Jung’s interest in alchemy and his use of alchemical images and texts for psychological investigations into the nature of the individuation process.

**4 Pillars of Jungian Psychotherapy**

**Individuation: A Lifelong Journey**
Individuation is a lifelong developmental process that usually involves separating from parents, establishing success in love and work, integrating disowned parts of one’s self, breaking away from societal and family expectations, listening to one’s unconscious, and finding an ultimate wholeness and balance in life. It is the ultimate goal and challenge for those of us striving to live life to its fullest.

**Therapeutic Relationship from a Jungian Perspective**
This seminar takes an in-depth look at the therapeutic relationship between client and therapist. It examines the deepening stages within long term therapy and the complicated interplay between the conscious and unconscious of both client and therapist, including the profoundly transforming elements. The seminars include an intimate conversation with Mario Jacoby, now in his 80’s, who shares his personal stories as an analyst having encountered C. G. Jung in his earlier days.

**Dream Interpretation: A Jungian Approach**
Carl Jung regarded dreams as central to his psychotherapy. Dreams continue to be held in the highest esteem by Jungian analysts and are one of the primary methods used to engage the unconscious mind. We explore the different approaches to dream analysis and guide practitioners into a deeper awareness of how to use dream material. Numerous examples of analyzing dreams will be offered including many images from dreams.

**Active Imagination: The Use of Images in Jungian Analysis**
In the classic form of Jungian psychoanalysis, active imagination played a key role as a method for engaging the unconscious and for promoting the more advanced stages of the individuation process. This seminar examines how the method came into being, how it is used, and how it has evolved during the past several decades into its contemporary forms. Murray Stein and Paul Brutsche show how client images are interpreted within the context of long-term Jungian psychotherapy.
Red Book Seminars

*Carl Jung’s Red Book*
One of the most carefully guarded Jungian tomes, the Red Book, contains the record of Jung’s most personal journey, a journey that brought him to the confluence of brilliance and insanity. With painstaking detail, numerous paintings, images, dialogues and reflections were recorded, revealing his rich archetypal world. It holds the inspiration for much of his pioneering theories and clinical techniques. In this 3 hour DVD seminar, Dr. Murray Stein leads us through a fascinating journey into Jung’s Red Book.

*Carl Jung’s Red Book II*
The response the first Red Book seminar was so overwhelming that there was a need to host an additional session. In this 2nd seminar on the Red Book, Dr. Murray Stein enters much further into the text, including the third section known as The Scrutinies and The Seven Sermons to the Dead. Don’t miss this 3 hour seminar going deeper into this amazing book.

*Window of the Soul: The Red Book Images of Carl Jung*
This seminar focuses on the images Jung created in The Red Book. Special consideration is given to the rise of the transcendent function in Jung’s own psychic life through the visual articulation of his active imagination experiences. Paul Brutsche, an internationally recognized authority on the Jungian picture interpretation method, surveys the paintings in The Red Book. Murray Stein speaks on Jung’s great Mandalas.

Zurich Seminars

*Caring for the Soul: An Introduction to Jung*
In this 3 hour live seminar, Dr. Murray Stein elucidates the fundamental features of Jungian psychotherapy. He looks at the heart of Jungian psychotherapy and its basic perspectives on the needs of the soul, the question of illness and health, and the quest for meaning and identity in a rapidly changing multicultural world. He includes one of the best historical reviews of how Jungian Psychology came into being and then spread across the globe. He explores Jung’s personal life, the first generation of Jungian analysts and the subsequent training institutions that developed.

*The Human Experience of the Divine: Jung on Spirituality*
Murray Stein explores Jung’s spiritual journey including his midlife crisis he called “the spirit of the depths.” Jung found that all people share a native psychological tendency towards finding a spiritual basis known as the “religious instinct.” Jung focused his psychoanalysis upon achieving a spiritually sound grounding, particularly in the second half of life when issues of meaning, generativity and personal wholeness become critically important.
The Architecture of the Soul with Andreas Jung
The homes we live in speak volumes not only of our personalities but also our inner psychic structures. Even more so when a house is designed and built by the owner and lived in for the majority of his life. Such is the case for Carl Jung and his lakeside home in Kusnacht. He designed, built, raised children in and composed voluminous writings at this architecturally impressive site. His Grandson, Andreas Jung, lives in the house to this day (2011). He along with Dr. Murray Stein present in this seminar offering us a rare glimpse into this part of CG Jung’s life.

Creation of Symbolic Meaning on the Path to Individuation
Murray Stein and Warren Coleman look at Symbols and the symbolic process. Jungian psychology has been known for its interpretation of symbols as they appear in cultural materials such as myths, fairy tales and religious rituals. They also powerfully appear on a personal level in dreams, active imagination, projection and transference (or countertransference). Symbols often lead us through the transcendent function in psychic life and can become a primary motivator of change. Join us in this seminar as we look at personal symbols and how they affect our lives.

Neuroscience, Neuromythology and Jung’s Dream Theories
The International Association for the Study of Dreams (IASD) and the Asheville Jung Center presented this joint presentation on Carl Jung and Neuroscience. This section of the event features presenters from the 29th Annual IASD International Conference held in Berkeley California. The IASD presenters include Ernest Hartmann, David Kahn, and Stanley Krippner with moderator Robert Hoss and Sonoma State University host Laurel McCabe.

Tending the Lunar Mind
The International Association for the Study of Dreams (IASD) and the Asheville Jung Center presented this joint presentation on Carl Jung and Neuroscience. In this section Murray Stein explores the differences in the “Lunar Mind” and the “Solar Mind” while Margaret Wilkinson dives into Neurobiology, Metaphor and the Dreaming Process.

Symbols of Individuation in Religions and Mythology
In this 3 hour seminar, Dr. Andreas Schweizer explores the realm of religion and spirituality through the eyes of ancient Egyptian mythology. The oldest of these books on the afterlife is the Amduat, which literally means “that which is in the netherworld”. The Amduat describes the journey of the Sun-god and all the blessed dead traveling with him through the twelve nocturnal hours. At the deepest point of this murky realm of the dead, while at the very edge of primordial darkness, the mystery of rebirth and the renewal of life takes place.
**Art and the Psyche: A Jungian Exploration**
This seminar gives a view of art through the lens of Analytical Psychology and features Murray Stein, Lucienne Marguerat, and Linda Carter. Lucienne Marguerat explores what visual art does to everyone and why this “moving” experience does not leave people unchanged. Lucienne will examine several works by the artist Adolf Wölfli.

**Jung and Africa**
This seminar focuses on the contributions of anthropology to analytical psychology and Jungian psychoanalysis. Throughout his mature years, Jung looked to anthropological studies from near and far to place a wider frame on his work with patients and especially with dreams and the unconscious. Many Jungians have followed these lines of research, including Joseph Henderson, Donald Sandner, Vera Buhrmann and Jerome Bernstein.

**Jung the Maya, and the End of the World**
This seminar focuses on the contributions of anthropology to analytical psychology and Jungian psychoanalysis. Throughout his mature years, Jung looked to anthropological studies from near and far to place a wider frame on his work with patients and especially with dreams and the unconscious. Many Jungians have followed these lines of research, including Joseph Henderson, Donald Sandner, Vera Buhrmann and Jerome Bernstein.

**Bridging West and East: Jung and Richard Wilhelm**
In this seminar, Murray Stein presents important information regarding the relationship between Jung and Wilhelm and the significance of Chinese texts on Jung’s thought. Bettina Wilhelm discusses her new film “The Wisdom of Changes” and her experiences in creating it. Shiuya Sara Liuh, who was born and educated in Taiwan, presents her reflections on “The Secret of the Golden Flower” and Jung’s commentary on this work.

**The Dangers of Boundaries in Psychoanalysis**
This seminar features Angela Graf-Nold, a longtime student of the history of psychoanalysis and psychotherapy, who has done original research into the treatment of Spielrein at the Burgholzli Klinik and into the relationships between her and C.G. Jung, Sigmund Freud and other figures shown in the film *A Dangerous Method*. For the clinical questions pertaining to transference and the patient-doctor relationship in analysis, Jan Wiener, a recognized authority on this subject and the author of the recent work, *The Therapeutic Relationship – Transference, Countertransference and the Making of Meaning*, will join the Seminar from London.
Energy! The Ecology of the Psyche and the World
In this 3 hour seminar Dr. Murray Stein and Dr. Brigitte Egger look at the energy issue from the psychological and the ecological points of view. Tracking the directions and symbolic expressions of psychic energy is a key feature of Jungian psychotherapy. Phenomena like depression, manic defense and states of inflation, psychic infection and mass social and political movements are but a few instances where a reflection on energy becomes critically important. At the center of this discussion is the issue of ecology.

Symbols of Individuation in Global Politics: Sonoma
Lead by Thomas Singer, MD, a Jungian analyst out of the San Fransisco Institute, this 2 hour seminar looks more specifically at President Obama and the many unconscious forces working for him and against him. It examines projection on a global level and how entire societies can become gripped in cultural complexes. The seminar is full of powerful images that amplify the intensities of these global complexes.

Symbols of Individuation in Global Politics: Zurich
Murray Stein and Bernard Sartorius review a broad history of how humankind has engaged it’s perception of reality, from ancient Egypt to modernity. They look at how our current political splits between Islam and the West have developed and lead to a stalemate of sorts. Their exploration includes an in-depth analysis of global leadership and how President Obama has successfully (and unsuccessfully) engaged in this arena.

The Jung-White Letters: Theatrical Performance & Discussion
This seminar includes the 90 minute performance based on a careful selection of letters exchanged between Professor Carl Jung and Father Victor White. It is an unforgettable experience of drama and intellectual stimulation as the story of this rich and multifaceted relationship unfolds. The seminar also contains a lively 2 hour teaching seminar from Dr. Murray Stein.

Other Seminars and Webinars

Transformation of the Black Swan: Nina’s Magnum Opus
In this 3 hour seminar by Daniel Ross; Michael DeMeritt we dive into the psychological underworld of the film Black Swan. It examines the profound elements of darkness and light and how a young lady struggles to individuate. Ancient myths are explored in detail, including Lilith, the alleged “first wife” of Adam who was kicked out earlier for her disobedience to him. Don’t miss this intriguing seminar.
**Psychopathology and Personality Type**
In this seminar, Matthews and Johnson argue that affirming the client in her or his innate psychological type preference is the first step toward repairing the attachment deficit while gradually working on more appropriate utilization of the introverted and extraverted attitudes and the various functions. Over the course of therapy this approach can lead to greater self-acceptance and more realistic adaptation to the environment.

**Psychological Type in Clinical Practice**
Myers-Briggs Typology Workshop: “When we know our typological preferences, we are in a better position to understand our clients. Many transference and counter-transference phenomena can be better explained in terms of psychological type than in terms of psychopathology, complex discharge, or personal history.”

**German Literary Images of Destruction**
This 5 hour seminar with Professor Paul Bishop dives deeply into the world of German Literature and explores the rich German roots that guided Carl Jung’s thinking and theories. The two main lectures are titled: What do Destruction and Creation Mean in Zarathustra’s World? & Destruction and Creation in the Lyric Tradition of Goethe, Rilke, and George.

**Giovanni Segantini: Darkness-Yearning-Creative Fulfillment**
Kathrin Asper, a renowned Zurich Jungian Analyst, explores in amazing depth the life’s work and soul of the 19th Century Italian painter Giovanni Segantini. She covers both his personal background and some profound aspects of his art. Numerous paintings are displayed and examined for both their artistic and archetypal nature.

**The Interrogation of Nothingness**
Josephine Evetts-Secker, a renowned Jungian Analyst from London, engages the intense question of “what is there in the absence of all?” What were we before our births and what do we return to after our deaths? These profound questions can only be glimpsed in the arcane realm of prose, poetry and paradox. Josephine dives with us into this uncertain world and wrestles with these powerful questions.
**Hauntings**
In *Hauntings*, James Hollis considers how we are all governed by the presence of invisible forms (spirits, ghosts, ancestral and parental influences, inner voices, dreams, impulses, untold stories, complexes, synchronicities, and mysteries) that move through us, and through history. He offers a way to understand them psychologically, examining the persistence of the past in influencing our present, conscious lives and noting that engagement with mystery is what life asks of each of us. From such engagements, a deeper, more thoughtful, more considered life may come.

**Cruelty to Others**
Deliberate, gratuitous cruelty to others causes enormous suffering. We constantly hear of such cruelty in the form of torture, tyranny, imprisonment, bombings, and similar behavior, not to mention interpersonal acts of cruelty such as belittling others, teasing, bullying, racial prejudice, betrayal, and the like. This webinar will discuss some of the psychological, biological, and social sources of cruelty.

**Sacred Cauldron**
In this talk Dr. Corbett discusses two of Jung’s major approaches to suffering and healing. Jung stressed the importance of numinous experience and the value of discovering meaning when one is suffering. In an important letter of August, 1945, Jung wrote that the main interest of his work was not the treatment of neurosis but rather with the approach to the numinous, which he considered to be the real therapy. We will then go over descriptions of several types of numinous experience and the ways in which they are relevant to the subject’s psychological state.

**Jung and Indigenous Native Spiritualities**
This webinar explores Jung’s thinking about religion and how it compares to Indigenous cosmologies as well as Jung’s own encounter with the numinosum at Taos Pueblo. Focusing on the biblical story of the Garden of Eden and native mythologies, we will introduce two psychic paradigms that illustrate the contrast between Western ideas of religion and Indigenous ways of life. Some of Jung’s later writings will challenge us to ask what is emerging today? What transformation is taking place?

**Dissecting DSM 5**
In this seminar, Matthews and Johnson argue that affirming the client in her or his innate psychological type preference is the first step toward repairing the attachment deficit while gradually working on more appropriate utilization of the introverted and extraverted attitudes and the various functions. Over the course of therapy this approach can lead to greater self-acceptance and more realistic adaptation to the environment.
**Cross Cultural Symbolism in C.G. Jung’s Red Book**
What did Jung incarnate through the Red Book? Dr. Curtiss Hoffman, renowned anthropologist, dives into this question as he explores the various forces underlying Carl Jung’s Red Book. Dr. Hoffman brings his scholarly expertise as an anthropologist to thoroughly examine cross-cultural elements in this incredible text.

**Stalking the Predator**
This Webinar explores the archetypal element of the predator in two recent films. We explore the predator in the outer world in films such as “Martha Marcy May Marlene” and “We Need to Talk about Kevin”, and then stalk the intrapsychic predator that invades our dreams and opportunities. We discuss Jungian concepts from the works of Clarissa Pinkola Estès and Donald Kalsched whose classic work The Inner World of Trauma helps us discuss the predator in the context of the self-care system within us and draw on fairy tale and case example to amplify these concepts.

**The Psyche of the Feminine: An Exploration of Emma Jung**
Little attention has been paid to Emma Jung’s role in the history of analytical psychology and in the life of C. G. Jung. Imelda’s book is an extended biographical essay, originally published in French, which provides us with a carefully detailed view of this remarkable woman. Gaudissart’s sensitive depiction of Emma Jung reveals a very real woman confronted with an unexpected life and challenged to develop in ways that, for a wife and mother of that period, were almost unimaginable. She worked closely with her husband, C. G. Jung, and Sigmund Freud, becoming herself an analyst.

**The Psyche of the Feminine II**
We are very pleased to have hosted author Imelda Gaudissart in her second webinar with us where she continued to discuss how she was enticed to write about Emma Jung. Through most of her married life, Emma Jung was faced with the necessity to adjust to Carl’s radical personality and his uncompromising decision regarding his feminine relationships. Emma’s dramatic solitary experience is still relevant as an illustration of the self-demand for transformation. We’ll explore this topic from different angles and archetypal perspective.

**The Entangled State of God and Humanity**
This webinar is derived from Peter Todd’s book published by Chiron Publications in November 2012 and titled *The Individuation of God: Integrating Science and Religion*. Having countered the critique of all religion in Richard Dawkins bestselling book *The God Delusion* and provided an incisive critique of religious fundamentalism in its various guises as a Jungian shadow, the lecture proceeds to present the case for a third millennium theology which is illuminated by insights from Jung’s archetypal psychology, quantum physics, neuroscience and evolutionary biology.
Psychopharmacology 2013

Psychopharmacology can be a terribly complex subject. Serotonin, norepinephrine, dopamine, acetylcholine, presynaptic receptors, postsynaptic receptors, up regulation, down regulation and an endless array of neuropathways can make your head spin and your heart sink. While all these theories are important, many of the core concepts can be distilled down to a very understandable and clinically useful set of constructs.

The Jung-Kirsch Correspondence

The CG Jung Institute of San Francisco presents Layers of Relationship. Join us for this 4 hour Webinar recorded from the San Francisco Jung Institute. Thomas Kirsch, son of James Kirsch, presents this provocative look at his father’s relationship with Jung. Controversies including questions of anti-Semitism as well as boundary violations will be explored in detail.

The Life and Ideas of James Hillman

Our friends at the C.G. Jung Institute of San Francisco are honoring James Hillman through this seminar and the Asheville Jung Center is very happy to host the event live online. James Hillman, who authored more than twenty-five books before his death at 86 in 2011, is considered the founder of archetypal psychology, an important post-Jungian school of thought. With Hillman’s authorization, Dick Russell has been working on his biography for more than seven years.

Rilke and Hermetic Tradition with Daniel Polikoff

Two late masterpieces – the Duino Elegies and Sonnets to Orpheus – crown Rilke’s remarkable literary career. The two cycles – completed in one and the same flood of inspiration in February of 1922 – are deeply kindred works which nonetheless display dramatic contrasts in from and tenor. This talk aims to articulate somethig of the gist of Rilke’s poetic vision by staging a hermeneutic encounter with salient passages of the Elegies and Sonnets.

Rilke: Poetry and Alchemy

This is another marvelous production from the C.G. Jung Institute of San Francisco. A rich treasure lies buried in Rainer Maria Rilke’s remarkable poetic opus, and this workshop aims to help participants (re)discover and begin to mine that treasure. In particular, we’ll attempt to deepen our understanding of crucial alchemical-psychological processes by way of close encounter with the poetic enactments of those processes inscribed in Rilke’s oeuvre.
In-Visioning the Internet
We are extremely pleased to bring you this incredible webinar from our dear friends at the C.G. Jung Institute of Chicago. If film has been the screen on which psyche projects her stories for the past hundred years (as John Beebe has suggested), the Internet and other electronic media such as video games may be the screen of the present and future. Following Marshall McLuhan, the Internet is a “medium,” i.e., an externalized extension of our minds.

Preparing for Death as the Capstone of Individuation
Life and death are two sides of the same coin so that understanding its place in the life cycle and preparing for death is an integral part of living life fully and becoming whole, which is the core of the individuation process. The goal of this program is to think creatively and together about the place of death in life and how we might anticipate meeting it.

At the Brink: What we Fear and Why
In popular culture and in our personal lives we are increasingly terrified by threats of danger and catastrophic destruction. We are entranced by annihilation and dystopian voids. Why do apocalyptic endings in story, film, drama and dreams increasingly command our attention? What is the impact this assault has on each of us and what might we be trying to face in these images of disaster and death? So focused are we on loss, destruction, and chaos, and the end of life as we know it, that we ignore possibilities, the hidden truths waiting to be revealed.

Archetypal Dimensions of Ethics in Clinical Practice
All practitioners understand the “thou shalt not aspects” of psychotherapy and psychoanalytic practice that are prescribed in codes of ethics. These reflect the collective norms around what it means to be a psychoanalyst/psychotherapist. These collective norms have arisen from millennium of ascribing power to certain roles in community/tribes/societies. In this context, the relationship between therapist and client become a sacred contract and covenant that lies in the collective unconscious.

Soul in a Hyperactive World: ADHD as a Myth of our Times
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a DSM psychiatric diagnosis, but it is also an image, a “shadow” figure projected by a contemporary culture that over-values rationality, organization, and control of the world onto those who cannot—or won’t—live up to its demands. Like other shadow figures, the image of “ADHD” is simultaneously devalued and idealized. Leaping freely from one idea to another—and hyper-focusing on what is compelling at the moment—the carrier of “ADHD” is conventionally thought to lack “executive function,” and to be in need of medication.
**Lifting the Veil: Recovering the Feminine**

The presentation Lifting the Veil, like the book by the same title, presents a central figure of Islam, Sheherazade in a new light. The presentation will explore the history which has formulated the Islamic and American complexes and their interaction. Interwoven in this presentation is the figure of Sheherazade the protagonist in One Thousand and One Nights.

**The Citizen’s Dilemma in Divisive Times**

Those of us who get our bearings from the “Spirit of the Depths” as well as the “Spirit of the Times”—who pay attention to politics as well as to our dreams—find this a difficult historical moment. How do we manage ourselves psychologically and politically amidst all the fury and vitriol in public discourse? How do we tend both psyche and polis? The 2012 American election looms against the backdrop of a fierce zeitgeist—economic and environmental crises, revolution, tyrants who murder their own citizens, occasional glimpses of a new day.

**Approaching Infinity**

The CG Jung Institute of San Francisco presents Approaching Infinity. In this seminar, we flesh out the psychological and spiritual meanings of the ego-self axis with examples from music, poetry, and art as well as from psychoanalysis. Together, we reflect on the ways that we encounter our very painful human limits on the way to becoming more of who we can be.

**The Psychology of the Heart with Shen Heyong**

Carl Jung had a strong pull to the Chinese culture. He studied the language and wrote extensively on Chinese symbolism, particularly the I Ching. Jung once said that Chinese characters are readable archetypes. The image of the heart, is the core of Chinese culture and its philosophy. This webinar will explore the images of the heart in China, and discuss their meaning in Jungian analysis.

**The Future of Analytical Psychology and of the World**

We are very excited to offer this web based seminar originating from the C.J. Jung Institute of San Francisco, one of the premier Jungian Institutes in the world. This partnership will bring many fascinating topics to a wider world audience and hopefully create a wonderful synergy in our community. Craig San Roque and Tom Singer have collaborated on four different books in the past decade that discuss politics, myths, cities, cultures in crisis and complexes at the level of the individual and group psyche.
“A Dangerous Method Indeed” with Daniel Ross
The nine years of the relationship between Jung, Spielrein and Freud shaped all their careers and fatefully led to the breakup of Freud and Jung and left a gulf between Jung and Sabina. In February 2012 we will present a televised seminar and discussion of the film A Dangerous Method by David Cronenberg while reflecting on the works from which the film drew, Kerr’s A Most Dangerous Method, whose title is based on a statement of caution by William James when reading about Freud’s new method of psychoanalysis and the play by David Hampton, The Talking Cure.

Free Political Webinars

Post-Trumpmatic Stress Disorder
On April 18th Dr. Buser presented an interactive web-based seminar discussing their recently re-released book, A Clear and Present Danger: Narcissism in the Era of President Trump. A recorded version of the webinar is now available. Participants were asked a number of poll questions offered the opportunity to unmute their microphones for discussion. Please enjoy the recorded seminar!

A Clear and Present Danger: Narcissism in the Era of Trump
Dr. Steve Buser hosed this interactive web-based seminar discussing the recently released book, A Clear and Present Danger: Narcissism in the Era of Donald Trump. Narcissism demands to be mirrored and refuses to be challenged. It demands acclaim, obedience, and accommodation, while disregarding others. Whether narcissism overtakes the home, the workplace, or the national stage, everyone who comes under Narcissus’s spell, both the narcissist and their subjects, suffer.

Global Views on US Politics with Thomas Singer
Dr. Thomas Singer lead a panel of Jungian analysts in a discussion about the 2016 US Presidential election and how it perceived across the globe. Many questions emerge in such turbulent times and the panel includes representatives from the United States, Great Britain, Switzerland and Germany. Panalists include Murray Stein, Warren Colman, Betty Sue Flowers, Joerg Rasche, and Steve Buser.

Psychological Perspectives of the 2016 Presidential Election
Moderator Pythia Peay is an author, speaker, and award-winning depth journalist on psychology, spirituality, and the American psyche. She was joined by a panel of Jungian analysts to discuss the 2016 US election. The panelists included Murray Stein, Luigi Zoja, Nancy Swift Furlotti, Nathan Schwartz-Salant, and Steve Buser.